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User Manual 
Introduction

The Ultra Heat Filling Machine is a state of the art dosing machine that 
provides exceptional consistency when it comes to dosing.  
 
Supplied with a heated barrel, needle and transfer hose the Ultra heat 
filling machine has great versatility and can be used across a wide range 
of applications and industries. Supplied with one custom jig, extras can be  
manufactured for a small extra cost.

F1 Cart FIller 
Features
Filling Accuracy is +/- 0.02 ml. 

Filling Capacity Around 1200-1800 pcs/hour 
 
Heated Barrel (Up to 100°C)

Heated Transfer Hose (Up to 100°C) 
 
Heated Needle (Heat Up To 100°C)

F1 Cart FIller 
Includes
x1 Filling Machine  

x1 Heated Pressure Barrel 
 
x1 Heated Transfer Hose 

x1 Air Tube  
 
x1 Custom Jig (Depending On Desired Use) 
 
x1 Filling Needle Assembly 
 
x1 User Manual 
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How To Use 
Connecting The Air Compressor

Please Note: In order to use the F1 Filler, an air compressor is needed 
with the following minimum specifications:
>80Psi, >1 Horsepower, >30L Per Minute.

How To Use 
Setting The Pressure

1. To begin, connect the compressor to the included T-piece Tube as 
shown below:

2. Next, connect each end of the T-piece tube to the push fit connection 
on both the Machine and the material tank. 
(To remove the push fit connection press the colar and pull the hose) 
 
Tip: ensure all taps & Sliding blue valve on the inlet to the machine are in 
the closed position before connecting 
to the tank)

1. After connecting the air compressor, you will notice the pressure dials 
on the machine and tank increase.  
 
To set the dials, pull the ’pushlock’ to the ‘open’ position, then simply 
rotate it, and ‘push’ it back to lock. 
 
The dials need to be set between 0.4-0.6 Mpa(PUT PSI IN HERE) on the 
machine and 0.2 Mpa(PSI IN HERE) on the Tank). 
  
(Tip: slowly increase for the pressure if your oil is very thick to 
allow for better movement)
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How To Use 
Setting Temperatures

1. You will find three separate temperature controllers, located either 
side of the F1 Filler and one connected to the material Tank.  
 
These will come pre-set at 40°C, however they can be adjusted using 
the ‘Set’ button and arrows. 
 
(Helpful Tip: turn these on 10-20 minutes before using the  
Filler to ensure they reach the correct temperature)

How To Use 
Checking The Needle

1. On the end of the barrel you will find the filling needle. Both straight 
and bent needles can be used with this filler (Depending on preference). 
 
To remove a needle, simply unscrew the metal cover (as shown below) 
and gently pull the needle off. Then, push the replacement needle on the 
end of the barrel and screw the metal cover back on. 
 
(Tip: Make sure the cover is fully screwed on before use)

Set Button

Actual Temperature

Set Temperature

How To Use 
Cleaning and Exhausting air (Purging the system)

1. Before use, it is important to exhaust the air out of the barrel. To do this 
make sure the ‘Automatic’ button on the front of the machine is ‘popped 
out’; now press the ‘manual’ button to exhaust out any air in the system 
and fill the barrel full of oil.  
 
(Tip: use a container to catch the oil just as it begins to flow 
though the needle).

2. After use, we recommend using Isopropanol to clean the filler  
(Isopropanol can be purchased from our website).  
 
Purging the system with isopropanol in the tank will prevent oil from 
building up in the barrel between runs.

Available From BHO Hardware
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User Manual 
Completing A Test Run

1. Begin by placing the carts onto the metal holding tray, and secure it 
down using the included clips to the platform base. 

Staring the Test program: 
Your F1 Cart filler should come with a pre-loaded program.  
 
Please Note: (this is only to test the filler is functional, DON’T use oil 
for this run)

2.To load this program, click ‘power on’ then press ‘2’ (program) to take 
you to the file list. 

Using the controller, Navigate to the test program ‘METALBLK’ and 
click ‘ENT’ to load it 
 
(Tip: Press F3 to reset the barrel and platform to origin positions).

Now your F1 Filler is fully set up, you are ready to begin a test run. 

Completing A Test Run 
Setting The Nozzle Position

IMPORTANT: Once the file has been loaded and the fillers positions  
reset, Press ‘1’ to position the Nozzle.  
 
(We recommened the use of a bent needle so the nozzle will more be 
accurate going in the cart whole) 
 
1.The barrel will move to the first filling position. Adjust this position to
ensure the needle is around 1mm above the cart, and is pointing  
between the Metal post and glass.  
 
Once the barrel is in the correct position, press ‘ENT’ to save it
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Completing A Test Run 
Starting Your Test Run

1. You are now ready to begin the first test  
(IMPORTANT: ensure that the oil valve is in the closed as this is a test) 
Press ‘F3’ to reset the filling machine to its starting position.  
 
Next,Press ‘F1’ to begin the program. 
 
Once you are happy the F1 Filler works, Stop the program by pressing 
‘F1’ and ESC’.  
 
(Tip: If you encounter any problems during the test,simply 
press ‘emergency’ to bring the run to a halt)

User Manual 
Setting Up Your Own Programe

Now you’ve tested the F1 Filler is fully functional and ready to go, you 
will need to create your own program. 
 
This can be easily done using the controller of the machine.

2.Click F1 to create a new program, and then press F3 to ‘return to  
origin first’ when prompted

3.To Set the nozzle to the first filling position, press F1 (Insert) to open the 
file and follow the instruction from ‘setting the nozzle position’  
(found on page 3)
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4. Return to the Program list by clicking ‘ESC’ twice.  
You will see your new program under ‘File list’, select this program  
(hover over your program DON’T click ‘ENT’) and click ‘F4’ to set  
the parameters.

(1-Speed) Set ‘Work speed’ to ‘200’ then click ‘ENT’ to save. 

(2-Accel) Input ‘2000’, ‘2000’, ‘300’ and ‘20’ respectively then click 
‘ENT’ to save. 

(3-Distance)Here only change ‘Lift height’ to either ‘15’ for 0.5ml carts or 
‘20’ for 1.0ml carts. Click
‘ENT’ to save. 

(4-Delay) Set the ‘On Delay’ to ‘500ms’ for 0.5ml carts and ‘1000ms’ for 
1.0ml carts (Note: If the carts are under or overfilled, SLOWLY 
 increase or decrease the ‘On Delay’ until you reach the desired fill level) 
Click ‘ENT’ to save. 

(5-Beginning + End) select ‘2-Actions After Work’ then select ‘3-Origin 
and click ‘ENT’ to save. Press ‘ESC’ twice to return to the ‘File Param’ menu. 
 
(6-Array) First, press ‘SHF’ to set ‘type’ to ‘X 1st ‘. Set both ‘cols’ and 
‘rows’ to 10 (or the number of columns/rows on your tray). Now we will set 
the distance between the carts, to do this set ‘Col offset’ and ‘Row offset’ 
to ’16.22mm’ (Note: If you are not using the included metal trays, you will 
need to measure the distance between filling points and set  
this as ‘Col offset’ and ‘row offset’) click ‘ENT’ to save.

5. Here you will see six options: 
Speed, Accel, Distance, Delay, Begin & End and Array.

6. Set each of the six options as the following: 
 
(IMPORTANT: Only alter the below settings, keep any others 
the same)

7. Now the six options have been set, Press ‘ESC’ to return to the  
‘File List’, you will see the newly created program which is ready to go.

‘Col offset’ and ‘Row offset’ to  
16.22mm

Press ‘SHF’ to set to ‘X1st’

‘Cols’ and ‘Rows’ to ‘10’
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Thank you for buying with BHO Hardware. 
We hope your newly assebled hardware suits your  

requirments. If any problems arise with our equipment, 
contact our team via the following: 

 
orders@bhohardware.com 

www.bhohardware.com 
0114 229 1807

User Manual 
Filling Carts

1. Unscrew the loops on the tank and pour in your oil. Next place the 
‘lid’ back on and screw the loops into their original positions (closing the 
tank). Ensuring all valves are in the closed position, follow the previous 
instructions on ‘Connecting an Air Compressor’ and ‘Setting the 
Temperature’. 
 
(Tip: make sure to set the temperature before using the F1 Filler to allow 
the components to reach the correct temperature)

Once you have created a program, you’re ready to start filling.

2. Place the carts on the tray, securing them with the included clips.  
Then Press ‘2-Program’ and click ‘ENT’ on the desired program. Next 
Press ‘F3’ to reset the nozzle and tray to ‘origin’. )

3. Now, open the air valve on the tank to allow it to pressurize.  
Once fully pressurized, open the barrel valve to allow the oil to enter  
the barrel 

4. IMPORANT: Make sure to exhaust (purge) any air remaining air in 
the barrel (instructions above)

5. You are now ready to begin filling carts. Simply press ‘F1’ to begin 
the program, and the machine will start filling the carts.  
 
(Note: You can stop the program at any time by pressing ‘F1’, this can 
also be don’t with the ‘Emergency’ button on the front of the machine, 
however this will immediately shut off the entire system) 
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Thank you.
Orders@bhohardware.com
www.bhohardware.com 
0114 229 1807


